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(57) ABSTRACT 

A radio monitoring method Which can estimate the position 
of an objective radio Wave source With a high degree of 
accuracy by taking an in?uence of the geography or objects 
on the ground into consideration. According to the method, 
radio Wave hologram observation is performed at individual 
sensor stations to acquire radio Wave reconstructed images, 
and the reconstructed images are compared With results of a 
computer simulation prepared in advance to determine a 
candidate position of the radio Wave source. The computer 
simulation is repeated While the position of the radio Wave 
source is successively varied in the proximity of the candi 
date position to ?nally determine the position of the radio 
Wave source. Map information is used in the computer 
simulation to simulate radio Wave propagation With an 
in?uence of the geography and objects on the ground into 
consideration. After the position of the radio Wave source is 
determined, an observation point may be set to or in the 
proximity of the position, and a radio Wave photograph 
observation car may be moved to the observation point to 
acquire a radio Wave photograph through radio Wave holo 
gram observation. The radio Wave source can be identi?ed 
from an image on the radio Wave photograph. 

18 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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RADIO MONITORING METHOD AND 
APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to a method of and an apparatus for 

radio monitoring. More speci?cally, the present invention 
relates to a technique for specifying the position of a radio 
Wave source such as an unlicensed radio station in a par 

ticular region, monitoring the utiliZation environment of the 
radio Wave resources and identifying and visualiZing a radio 
Wave source When such a radio Wave source is found out. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Conventionally, in order to search out a radio Wave source 

such as an unlicensed radio station and specify its position, 
a plurality of sensor stations (radio monitoring facilities) are 
arranged at different points, and the sensor stations observe 
incoming directions of the radio Wave from the radio Wave 
source by using Yagi-Uda antennas or goniometers. The 
position of the radio Wave source is estimated by plotting the 
incoming directions at the sensor stations on a map to detect 
the position of a cross point (see, for example, Herndon H. 
Jenkins, “Small-Aperture Radio Direction-Finding”, Artech 
House, 1991). In order to actually prosecute an unlicensed 
radio station, after the position of the unlicensed ratio station 
is speci?ed in such a manner as described above, it must be 
determined Which apparatus or Which object at the position 
is the actual radiation source of the radio Wave as an 
unlicensed radio station. In this sense, to determine the 
position on a map or the geographical position of the radio 
Wave source is called speci?cation of the position of the 
radio Wave source, and to identify Which object at the 
position is an actual radio Wave source is called identi?ca 
tion of the radio Wave source. 

The conventional method described above assumes that a 
radio Wave from an objective radio Wave source propagates 
straightforWardly along a single path to a sensor station. 
HoWever, a radio Wave from the source is sometimes dif 
fracted or re?ected by geographical features or objects on 
the ground such as buildings and then propagates Without 
advancing straightforWardly. Further, a radio Wave from a 
radio Wave source sometimes comes to a sensor station 

folloWing a plurality of different propagation paths 
(multipath) by an in?uence of the geography or objects on 
the ground. When the position of a radio Wave source Which 
is an object of monitoring is estimated based on the con 
ventional method, errors occur in the detection of the 
incoming direction of the radio Wave, and this gives rise to 
a problem that the position of the radio Wave source cannot 
be estimated With a high degree of accuracy. For example, 
if the incoming directions of a radio Wave are measured at 
three or more sensor stations, then the plotted incoming 
directions may not cross at a single point. Where the 
accuracy in measurement of the position of the radio Wave 
source is not very high, there is another problem that also it 
is dif?cult to identify the radio Wave source. 

With the conventional method, since a horiZontal search 
of an incoming direction is performed Without using infor 
mation With regards to the vertical direction, there is a 
problem also in that it is difficult to specify such a radio 
Wave source that is located in a room of a high- or medium 

rise building. Further, With the conventional method, a result 
of measurement obtained is a ?eld strength at a location of 
a sensor at Which the radio Wave is received, and if a 
different radio station Which operates With the same fre 
quency is present, then the sensor may receive the objective 
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2 
radio Wave combined With the radio Wave from the different 
radio station. Accordingly, the conventional method also has 
a problem in that the result of measurement cannot be treated 
easily as objective numerical data for the transmission 
poWer of the radio Wave source. 

The aim of radio monitoring is not only ?nding out of an 
unlicensed radio station but also to provide better utiliZation 
environment of radio Wave resources by investigating 
Whether or not radio Wave interference occurs or a cause of 

such radio Wave interference. In order to investigate a cause 
of radio Wave interference, it is effective to ?nd a propaga 
tion path from a radio Wave source and a ?eld strength 
distribution. HoWever, the conventional method described 
above has a problem also in that it cannot determine hoW a 
radio Wave from a radio Wave source propagates to a sensor 

station nor determine a ?eld strength distribution of the radio 
Wave from the radio Wave source irrespective of Whether or 
not the radio Wave source is a radio station Which operates 
legally or is an unlicensed radio station. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a method 
Which can estimate the position of an objective radio Wave 
source in radio monitoring With a high degree of accuracy by 
taking an in?uence of the geography or objects on the 
ground into consideration. 

It is another object of the invention to provide an appa 
ratus Which can estimate the position of an objective radio 
Wave source in radio monitoring With a high degree of 
accuracy by taking an in?uence of the geography or objects 
on the ground into consideration. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide a 
method by Which the directivity of a transmission antenna at 
a radio Wave source can be estimated and the poWer distri 
bution of a radio Wave from the radio Wave source can be 

displayed in an easily recogniZable manner. 
It is a still further object of the present invention to 

provide an apparatus by Which the directivity of a transmis 
sion antenna at a radio Wave source can be estimated and the 
poWer distribution of a radio Wave from the radio Wave 
source can be displayed in an easily recogniZable manner. 

It is a yet further object of the present invention to provide 
a method by Which a radio Wave source such as an unli 

censed radio station can be identi?ed accurately and the 
transmission poWer of the radio Wave source can be evalu 
ated objectively. 

It is a yet further object of the present invention to provide 
an apparatus by Which a radio Wave source such as an 
unlicensed radio station can be identi?ed accurately and the 
transmission poWer of the radio Wave source can be evalu 
ated objectively and Which can actually move to acquire a 
radio Wave photograph. 
The ?rst object of the present invention is achieved by a 

Wide area radio monitoring method for monitoring a radio 
Wave from a radio Wave source in an area, comprising the 

steps of disposing one or more sensor stations, calculating, 
for each of a plurality of points in the area, incoming 
directions of the radio Wave at each of the sensor stations 
When it is assumed that a radio Wave source is present at the 
point by a computer simulation in Which map information is 
utiliZed, observing the incoming directions of the radio Wave 
from the radio Wave source at the sensor stations separately 
for individual propagation paths, comparing the observed 
incoming directions of the radio Wave With results of the 
computer simulation to ?nd, from Within the results of the 
computer simulation, that result Which indicates incoming 
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directions having highest similarity to the observed incom 
ing directions of the radio Wave and discriminating a cor 
responding point to the found out result as a candidate 
position, and performing a computer simulation While the 
position of the radio Wave source is successively adjusted on 
the consumption that the radio Wave source is present 
around the candidate position to determine the position of 
the radio Wave source. 

With the method described above, by utiliZing map infor 
mation to perform a computer simulation, estimation of 
incoming paths of a radio Wave can be performed With the 
fact taken into consideration that the radio Wave may 
possibly propagate but not straightforWardly by an in?uence 
of the geography or objects on the ground. Further, by 
observing the incoming directions and the intensities of the 
radio Wave separately for the individual propagation paths at 
each of the sensor stations, the antenna directivity and the 
transmission poWer of the radio Wave source and re?ection 
and/or diffraction points on the geography can be presumed. 
Furthermore, by calculating and reconstructing a radio 
intensity distribution, a radio Wave poWer map can be 
produced. In order to observe components for the individual 
propagation paths separately from one another, it is prefer 
able to perform radio Wave hologram observation at the 
individual sensor stations and then determine the incoming 
directions and the intensities from radio Wave reconstructed 
images obtained by the radio Wave hologram observation. 

The second object of the present invention is achieved by 
a Wide area radio monitoring apparatus for monitoring a 
radio Wave from a radio Wave source in an area, comprising 
a simulation apparatus for executing a computer simulation 
of radio Wave propagation based on map information, one or 
more sensor stations for observing incoming directions of 
the radio Wave from the radio Wave source, and direction 
?nding trace chart production means for causing the simu 
lation apparatus to execute a computer simulation While a 
position of the radio Wave source is successively varied so 
that the incoming directions at the sensor stations by the 
computer simulation may have highest similarity to the 
incoming directions at the sensor stations by the observation 
to determine the position of the radio Wave source and 
tracing propagation paths of the radio Wave by the computer 
simulation by the simulation apparatus. 

The further object of the present invention is achieved by 
a ?eld traveling type radio Wave photography method for 
searching a radio Wave source and acquiring an image of the 
radio Wave source from neighborhood of the radio Wave 
source, comprising the steps of measuring incoming direc 
tions of the radio Wave from the radio Wave source at a 

plurality of sensor stations, determining the position of an 
observation point based on the measured incoming 
directions, moving to the observation point and performing 
radio Wave hologram observation at the observation point, 
and obtaining a radio Wave photograph image of the radio 
Wave source based on the radio Wave hologram observation. 

The still further object of the present invention is achieved 
by a ?eld traveling type radio Wave photography apparatus 
for searching a radio Wave source and acquiring an image of 
the radio Wave source from neighborhood of the radio Wave 
source, comprising a plurality of sensor stations having 
knoWn positions for detecting the radio Wave from the radio 
Wave source to measure incoming directions of the radio 
Wave from the radio Wave source, observation point deter 
mining means for determining a position of an observation 
point based on the incoming directions of the radio Wave, a 
vehicle capable of moving to the determined observation 
point, and radio Wave hologram observation means provided 
on the vehicle for performing radio Wave hologram obser 
vation. 
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4 
The above and other objects, features, and advantages of 

the present invention Will be apparent from the folloWing 
description referring to the accompanying draWing Which 
illustrate eXamples of preferred embodiments of the present 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic vieW illustrating a concept of Wide 
area radio monitoring according to a ?rst embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram shoWing a construction of a 
Wide area radio monitoring apparatus used in the ?rst 
embodiment; 

FIG. 3 is a ?oW chart illustrating a procedure for per 
forming Wide area radio monitoring in Which the apparatus 
shoWn in FIG. 2 is used; 

FIG. 4 is a vieW shoWing an eXample of a direction ?nding 
trace chart; 

FIGS. 5A to 5C are diagrammatic vieWs illustrating an 
eXample of amplitudes of a radio Wave for different propa 
gation paths by observation at sensor stations A to C, 
respectively, Where estimation of the directivity of a trans 
mission antenna of a radio Wave source is performed; 

FIGS. 6A to 6C are diagrammatic vieWs illustrating an 
eXample of amplitudes of a radio Wave for different propa 
gation paths at sensor stations A to C, respectively, When, 
Where estimation of the directivity of a transmission antenna 
of a radio Wave source is performed, a simulation is per 
formed under the assumption that the transmission antenna 
is a omnidirectional antenna; 

FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic vieW illustrating the directivity 
of the transmission antenna estimated based on the results 
illustrated in FIGS. 5A to SC and 6A to 6C; 

FIG. 8 is a schematic vieW illustrating a concept of radio 
monitoring according to a second embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram shoWing a construction of a ?eld 
traveling type radio Wave photography apparatus used in the 
second embodiment; and 

FIG. 10 is a ?oW chart illustrating a procedure for 
identi?cation of a radio Wave source in Which the apparatus 
shoWn in FIG. 9 is used. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

An outline of Wide area radio monitoring according to the 
?rst embodiment of the present invention is described With 
reference to FIG. 1. Here, it is assumed that radio Wave 
source 10 radiates a radio Wave of frequency f1. In order to 
perform radio monitoring in a surveillance area, sensor 
stations (monitoring stations) A to C are disposed and 
connected to center station 11 over lines 12. 

A radio Wave from radio Wave source 10 propagates to 
sensor stations A to C. HoWever, by in?uence from a 
mountain or some other object on the ground, in addition to 
components Which directly propagate from the radio Wave 
source to the sensor stations, that is, direct Waves, compo 
nents Which propagate While being diffracted, that is, dif 
fracted Waves, and components Which propagate While 
being re?ected, that is, re?ected Waves, are involved. In the 
present embodiment, in order for each sensor station A to C 
to separate components for different propagation paths from 
each other and determine the incoming directions and their 
intensities, each sensor station A to C performs radio Wave 
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hologram observation to reconstruct a radio Wave image. 
However, if components for individual propagation paths 
can be separated from and observed independently of each 
other, then any other conventional direction ?nding tech 
nique may be used Without depending upon radio Wave 
hologram observation. 

Since also a radio Wave is a kind of Wave motion, radio 
Wave hologram observation can be performed similarly as in 
the case of a hologram of light, and a radio Wave recon 
structed image is obtained by reconstructing a radio Wave 
hologram and a Wave source distribution or intensity can be 
investigated from the radio Wave reconstructed image. 

Center station 11 prepares several predicted radio Wave 
reconstructed images Which are supposed to be obtained at 
the individual sensor stations by a computer simulation 
based on geographic data and ground object data in advance, 
and compares radio Wave reconstructed images obtained 
actually at the sensor stations With the predicted radio Wave 
reconstructed images obtained by the simulation to deter 
mine the position of radio Wave source 10 and further 
produce and output direction ?nding trace chart 13 and radio 
Wave poWer map 14. 

FIG. 2 shoWs a construction of a Wide area radio moni 
toring apparatus for performing such Wide area radio moni 
toring as described above. Each of sensor stations A to C 
includes radio Wave hologram observation reconstruction 
apparatus 21 Which performs radio Wave hologram obser 
vation and outputs a resulting radio Wave reconstructed 
image. Radio Wave hologram observation reconstruction 
apparatus 21 includes, for example, a ?xed antenna and a 
scanning antenna Which scans a scanning observation plane, 
and correlates a reception signal by the ?xed antenna With 
another reception signal by the scanning antenna in a 
predetermined observation frequency to determine complex 
correlation values at several points of the scanning obser 
vation plane. The tWo-dimensional arrangement of the com 
plex correlation values is a tWo-dimensional complex inter 
ferogram. Then, radio Wave hologram observation 
reconstruction apparatus 21 reconstructs the tWo 
dimensional complex interferogram to obtain a radio Wave 
reconstructed image. For this radio Wave hologram obser 
vation reconstruction apparatus 21, a radio Wave hologram 
observation reconstruction apparatus disclosed in Japanese 
Patent Laid-Open No. 201459/1996 (JP, 08201459, A) or 
No. 134113/1997 (JP, 09134113, A) by the inventor of the 
present invention or another radio Wave hologram observa 
tion reconstruction apparatus disclosed in Japanese Patent 
Laid-Open No. 65406/1999 (JP, 11065406, A) can be 
employed. 

While three sensor stations A to C are provided here, the 
number of sensor stations is not limited to three. The number 
of sensor stations may be one or tWo or may be equal to or 
larger than four. 

Center station 11 includes simulation apparatus 23 for 
simulating radio Wave propagation or a radio Wave recon 
structed image by means of a computer, database 26 for 
storing results of a simulation performed by simulation 
apparatus 23 in advance, comparison unit 27 for comparing 
radio Wave reconstructed images observed by sensor stations 
Ato C With radio Wave reconstructed images obtained by the 
simulation, direction ?nding trace chart production unit 28 
for determining the position of a radio Wave source and 
producing and outputting a direction ?nding trace chart, and 
radio Wave poWer map production unit 29 for producing and 
outputting a radio Wave poWer map. Simulation apparatus 
23 includes map information storage 24 in Which map 
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6 
information, i.e., information regarding a map and the 
geography and objects on the ground, is stored, and radio 
Wave propagation simulator 25 Which refers to the map 
information to perform a simulation of radio Wave propa 
gation on the assumption that a radio Wave source is present 
at a certain point on the map. 
Thanks to a progress of a geographical information sys 

tem (GIS) in recent years, it has become possible to easily 
obtain map information required by radio Wave propagation 
simulator 25. Radio Wave propagation simulator 25 is actu 
ally composed of a computer, and uses, for example, a ray 
trace method (IEEE Network MagaZine, pp. 27—30, 
November, 1991) or a moment method (R. F. Harrington, 
“Field Computation by Moment Methods”, IEEE Press, 
1993) to calculate a ?eld intensity distribution Which 
appears When a transmitting station (radio Wave source) 
having an arbitrary directivity is present at a point on a map 
and determine incoming directions and intensities of a radio 
Wave at the positions of the sensor stations to simulate a 
radio Wave reconstructed image. 
The simulation results stored in advance in database 26 

are results of a simulation obtained When the surveillance 
area is divided into meshes of, for example, an interval of 
300 m and radio Wave reconstructed images Which are 
presupposed to be observed at sensor stations A to C Where 
a transmitting station having a omnidirectional antenna is 
disposed at a mesh point of the meshes are determined for 
the individual mesh points by simulation apparatus 23. 

Comparison unit 27 compares the radio Wave recon 
structed images by the simulation stored in database 26 and 
radio Wave reconstructed images obtained by radio Wave 
hologram observation by sensor stations A to C With each 
other to ?nd, from among the radio Wave reconstructed 
images in database 26, that radio Wave reconstructed image 
Which has the highest similarity to the radio Wave recon 
structed images obtained by the observation and determines 
the position of a mesh point corresponding to the found radio 
Wave reconstructed image obtained by the simulation. For 
the comparison in similarity, an ordinary technique of pat 
tern matching can be used, and, for example, if the maxi 
mum level of the radio Wave in the radio Wave reconstructed 
image is 0 dB, then comparison unit 27 uses a technique of 
comparing patterns of those portions Whose radio Wave 
levels are higher than —40 dB to determine a correlation 
coef?cient as a graphic form. At this point of time, hoWever, 
since the antenna directivity of the radio Wave source is not 
knoWn, attention is paid principally to the incoming direc 
tions of the radio Wave to ?nd a radio Wave reconstructed 
image Which has a high similarity. 

Direction ?nding trace chart production unit 28 assumes 
that a transmission station (or radio Wave source) is present 
around the mesh point found by the processing of compari 
son unit 27, causes simulation apparatus 23 to execute a 
computer simulation of radio Wave propagation When fur 
ther ?ne adjustment of the position is performed, and 
compares the radio Wave reconstructed images according to 
the results of the observation and a radio Wave reconstructed 
image obtained by the simulation When the ?ne adjustment 
of the position is performed to determine a position of the 
radio Wave source having a higher degree of similarity. 
Then, direction ?nding trace chart production unit 28 per 
forms tracing of radio Wave propagation paths from the thus 
determined radio Wave source position to sensor stations A 
to C to produce a direction ?nding trace chart and outputs it, 
and then estimates the antenna directivity at the radio Wave 
source based on a result of the tracing. The direction ?nding 
trace chart and the estimate of the antenna directivity Will be 
hereinafter described. 
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Radio Wave power map production unit 29 causes simu 
lation apparatus 23 to execute a computer simulation of 
radio Wave propagation based on the position of the radio 
Wave source and the result of the estimate of the antenna 
directivity of the radio Wave source determined by direction 
?nding trace chart production unit 28, calculates a ?eld 
intensity distribution of the radio Wave from the radio Wave 
source on the map and displays and/or prints out the ?eld 
intensity distribution as a radio Wave poWer map corre 
sponding to the radio Wave source. For the technique for 
displaying the radio Wave poWer map, a method of changing 
the color tone in accordance With the ?eld intensity, another 
method Which employs contour lines, a further method 
Which employs a combination of these tWo methods, and so 
forth are available. 

The processing by the Wide area radio monitoring appa 
ratus of the ?rst embodiment described above can be sum 
mariZed as illustrated in the How chart of FIG. 3. Here, it is 
assumed that results of each computer simulation performed 
on the assumption that a radio Wave source is present on a 
mesh cross point on a map is stored in advance in database 
26. 

First in step 101, radio Wave hologram observation is 
performed at sensor stations A to C to acquire radio Wave 
reconstructed images, and in step 102, comparison unit 27 
searches, from among the radio Wave reconstructed images 
according to the simulation in database 26, a radio Wave 
reconstructed image Which is most similar to the radio Wave 
reconstructed images obtained by the actual observation, 
and determines the position of a mesh point corresponding 
to the radio Wave reconstructed image as a candidate posi 
tion for the radio Wave source. Then, the control is handed 
over to direction ?nding trace chart production unit 28, and 
in step 103, direction ?nding trace chart production unit 28 
performs a computer simulation While successively and 
?nely adjusting the position of the radio Wave source around 
the mesh point of the candidate position to ?nally determine 
the position of the radio Wave source. Direction ?nding trace 
chart production unit 28 further performs tracing of radio 
Wave propagation paths in step 104 based on the thus 
determined position of the radio Wave source, and estimates 
the directivity of the transmission antenna of the radio Wave 
source in step 105. Finally, the control is transferred to radio 
Wave poWer map production unit 29, and radio Wave poWer 
map production unit 29 determines a ?eld intensity distri 
bution on the map to produce a radio Wave poWer map and 
outputs it in step 106. 

Since the processing described above can be applied not 
only to a single radio Wave source but also to a plurality of 
radio Wave sources, With the Wide area radio monitoring 
method described here, a cover area of or an interference 
situation of each of a plurality of radio Wave sources 

(transmission stations) can be monitored on a map. 
NoW, details of a direction ?nding trace chart is described. 

FIG. 4 shoWs an example of a direction ?nding trace chart. 

In direction ?nding trace chart 13 shoWn, a radio Wave 
source (i.e., assumed transmission station) is present at point 
Q, and propagation paths of a radio Wave from the radio 
Wave source are indicated by arroW marks. In FIG. 4, a 
triangular mark and contours indicate a mountain, and 
hatching lines indicate an object on the ground. From 
direction ?nding trace chart 13 shoWn, it can be seen that a 
radio Wave from the radio Wave source propagates as a direct 

Wave (P1) and a re?ected Wave (P2) by a mountain to sensor 
station A, propagates as a direct Wave (P5) and a re?ected 
Wave (P6) by an object on the ground to sensor station B, and 
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propagates as a diffracted Wave (P3) by a mountain and a 
re?ected Wave (P4) by an object on the ground to sensor 
station C. While a tWo-dimensional direction ?nding trace 
chart is described here, it is also possible to alternatively 
perform tracing of radio Wave propagation paths three 
dimensionally and display and/or output them. 

Next, estimate of the directivity of a transmission antenna 
of a radio Wave source is described With reference to FIGS. 

5A, 5B, 5C, 6A, 6B, 6C and 7. 
From radio Wave reconstructed images observed by sen 

sor stations A to C, the incoming direction and the intensity 
of the radio Wave for each propagation path are extracted. 
FIGS. 5A to SC illustrate amplitudes of the radio Wave 
observed at sensor stations A to C, respectively. The direc 
tion of each thick arroW mark indicates the incoming direc 
tion of the radio Wave from the propagation path, and the 
length of the arroW mark indicates the amplitude of the radio 
Wave. In the example shoWn, the amplitudes for the indi 
vidual propagation paths are al, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2. On the 
other hand, a simulation of radio Wave propagation is 
performed by simulation apparatus 23 on the assumption 
that a omnidirectional transmission antenna is present at the 
position of the radio Wave source determined already and the 
radio Wave is radiated from the transmission antenna to 
determine the amplitudes of the radio Wave at sensor stations 
Ato C for the individual propagation paths. FIGS. 6A to 6C 
indicate the amplitudes of the radio Wave by the simulation 
at sensor stations Ato C, respectively, and the amplitudes for 
the individual propagation paths are al‘, a2‘, b1‘, b2‘, c1‘, c2‘. 
Then, by dividing the amplitudes obtained by the observa 
tion by the amplitudes obtained by the simulation for 
individual propagation paths P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, the 
directivity of the transmission antenna in the directions of 
the propagation paths at the position of the radio Wave 
source can be determined. In FIG. 7, a dark spot indicates the 
directivity of the antenna in the direction of each propaga 
tion path. Then, a directivity characteristic in an arbitrary 
direction can be calculated by performing interpolation 
calculation With a presumed type of the antenna and so forth 
taken into consideration. A broken line curve of FIG. 7 
indicates a directivity characteristic calculated in this man 
ner. 

In the estimate of the directivity of the transmission 
antenna described above, an omnidirectional antenna may 
not be assumed in the simulation, but alternatively, a direc 
tivity such as, for example, a dipole characteristic may be 
assumed, and the directivity of the transmission antenna 
may be estimated as a displacement from the assumed 
directivity from a ratio betWeen an observed amplitude and 
an amplitude obtained by the simulation. Further, While, in 
the example described above With reference to FIGS. 5A, 
5B, 5C, 6A, 6B, 6C and 7, the incoming directions and the 
directivities of the radio Wave are handled in a plane or 
tWo-dimensionally, the three-dimensional directivity may be 
estimated by handling three-dimensional incoming direc 
tions of a radio Wave. 

With the method of the present embodiment, since the 
incoming directions of a radio Wave for individual propa 
gation paths are observed separately from one another at 
sensor stations and results of the observation are combined 
With results of a computer simulation of radio Wave propa 
gation performed With the geography or objects on the 
ground taken into consideration, even if the assumption of 
straightforWard advancement of a radio Wave is not reason 
able or diffraction and/or re?ection are involved, the position 
of the radio Wave source can be determined accurately. 
Further, the propagation paths of the radio Wave from the 
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radio Wave source to the sensor stations can be traced by 
using a computer simulation, and the directivity of the 
transmission antenna of the radio Wave source can be 
estimated. Furthermore, from them, a ?eld intensity distri 
bution of the radio Wave from the radio Wave source can be 
estimated, and the utilization environment of radio Wave can 
be monitored appropriately. 

Next, a second embodiment of the present invention is 
described. Here, a procedure is described Wherein, after the 
position of a radio Wave source is discriminated, an obser 
vation point is set to or around the position of the radio Wave 
source and a radio Wave photograph observation car travels 
to the location of the observation point to identify the radio 
Wave source. The position of the radio Wave source can be 
speci?ed by the method described in connection With the 
?rst embodiment above. In the present embodiment, 
hoWever, since it is not necessary for the observation point 
to strictly coincide With the position of the radio Wave 
source, the observation point may alternatively be set by 
another method as hereinafter described. 

An outline of the radio monitoring described here is 
described With reference to FIG. 8. Here, it is assumed that 
unlicensed radio station 30 in a room of a high- or medium 
rise building is a radio Wave source, and identi?cation of this 
unlicensed radio station 30 and evaluation of the transmis 
sion poWer are performed. 

In order to perform radio monitoring in a surveillance area 
to determine a rough position of the radio Wave source (i.e., 
unlicensed radio station 30), a plurality of sensor stations are 
disposed at knoWn points. In this example, three sensor 
stations A to C are disposed. Each of sensor stations A to C 
determines the incoming directions of a radio Wave from 
unlicensed radio station 30 by means of a Yagi-Uda antenna 
or a goniometer. Sensor stations A to C are connected to 
center station 31 over lines 32, and center station 31 collects 
data of the incoming directions of the radio Wave at sensor 
stations A to C to determine a rough position of unlicensed 
radio station 30 and determines the position of an observa 
tion point to be used for identi?cation of unlicensed radio 
station 30. The position of the observation point is set, for 
example, on the assumption that the plotted incoming direc 
tions at sensor stations A to C do not cross at one point but 
cross at three points, to a position from Which the region of 
a triangular area de?ned by apexes provided by the three 
points can be overlooked. In FIG. 8, the triangular region is 
represented as a region of slanting lines in map 34 Which 
indicates the range of search. Else, it is assumed that the 
incoming directions cross substantially at a single point, and 
the observation point is set to a position from Which the 
cross point can be overlooked. On the other hand, if the 
position of the radio Wave source is determined based on the 
method of the ?rst embodiment, then the observation point 
may be set to or around the position of the radio Wave 
source. In the present embodiment, since it is presupposed 
that radio Wave photograph observation car 33 is dispatched 
to the site in order to acquire a radio Wave photograph, the 
observation point is preferably set to a point on a road or the 
like suitable for radio Wave photograph observation car 33 
to approach. 

Center station 31 instructs radio Wave photograph obser 
vation car 33 to travel to the observation point. In response 
to the instruction, radio Wave photograph observation car 33 
travels to the observation point, performs radio Wave holo 
gram observation to acquire a radio Wave reconstructed 
image and outputs it as radio Wave photograph 35. 

Since also a radio Wave is a kind of Wave motion as 

described above, hologram observation of radio Wave can be 
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performed in a similar manner as in the case of a hologram 
of light, and a radio Wave reconstructed image can be 
obtained by reconstructing the hologram and a Wave source 
distribution or an intensity can be investigated from the 
radio Wave reconstructed image. In the present embodiment, 
since a radio Wave reconstructed image of a region Which 
includes a radio Wave source such as, for example, an 
unlicensed radio station is acquired as a radio Wave 
photograph, an accurate position and/or intensity of the 
radio Wave source can be determined. 

In the example shoWn, a radio Wave from unlicensed radio 
station 30 is observed at radio Wave photograph observation 
car 33 not only as a direct Wave DIR but also as a re?ected 

Wave REF re?ected by a Wall of a building in the neigh 
borhood and a diffracted Wave DIFF diffracted by a tree on 
a street. Here, a radio Wave photograph is obtained as a radio 
Wave image indicated in a superposing relationship With an 
optical image of the background. In this radio Wave 
photograph, the unlicensed radio station in a room of a 
building is represented as a bright image, Which represents 
a primary generation source of the radio Wave, While, 
corresponding to the diffracted Wave DIFF or the re?ected 
Wave REF, an apparent incoming direction of the diffracted 
Wave DIFF or the re?ected Wave REF is represented as a 
rather bright image, Which is an image of a secondary Wave 
source by a multipath. In FIG. 8, the apparent incoming 
direction of the diffracted Wave DIFF or the re?ected Wave 
REF is indicated by a dark round mark on a Wall of a 
building or a tree. In the radio Wave photograph shoWn, the 
position of unlicensed radio station 30 is speci?ed accu 
rately. 
A construction of a ?eld traveling type radio Wave pho 

tography apparatus preferably used to perform radio moni 
toring in Which such a radio Wave photograph as described 
above is utiliZed is described With reference to FIG. 9. 
As described above, the ?eld traveling type radio Wave 

photography apparatus is roughly composed of center sta 
tion 31, a plurality of sensor station A to C connected to 
center station 31 over lines 32, and radio Wave photograph 
observation car 33. Each of sensor stations A to C includes 
direction ?nding unit 41 Which determines incoming direc 
tions of a radio Wave from a radio Wave generation source 
of an object of monitoring by means of a Yagi-Uda antenna 
or a goniometer and outputs the determined incoming direc 
tion as direction ?nding data. Center station 31 includes 
observation point determining unit 43 Which determines the 
position of the observation point based on the direction 
?nding data of sensor stations A to C, and instruction 
transmitter 44 Which instructs radio Wave photograph obser 
vation car 33 of the determined observation point by Wire 
less. Radio Wave photograph observation car 33 includes 
instruction receiver 45 for receiving the instruction from 
center station 31, and radio Wave photograph observation 
unit 46 for performing radio Wave hologram observation to 
reconstruct a hologram image and outputting the recon 
structed hologram image as a radio Wave photograph. For 
radio Wave photograph observation unit 46, a radio Wave 
photograph observation unit similar to the radio Wave holo 
gram observation reconstruction apparatus in the ?rst 
embodiment can be used, and also an apparatus Which 
employs cylindrical scanning or an arbitrary curved face 
scanning method can be used. 

Next, a procedure of identifying a radio Wave source in 
the present embodiment is described With reference to the 
?oW chart of FIG. 10. First in step 111, each sensor station 
Ato C observes incoming directions of a radio Wave, and in 
step 112, observation point determination unit 43 determines 
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the position of an observation point based on data of the 
incoming directions of the radio Wave. Then in step 113, 
instruction transmitter 44 instructs radio Wave photograph 
observation car 33 of the observation point by Wireless, and 
in step 114, radio Wave photograph observation car 33 
travels to the instructed observation point. Then in step 115, 
radio Wave photograph observation car 33 performs radio 
Wave hologram observation at the instructed observation 
point to acquire a radio Wave photograph. Then in step 116, 
the transmission poWer of the radio Wave source is estimated 
in the following manner. 

The intensity or brightness of a radio Wave image on a 
radio Wave photograph increases in proportion to ?eld 
strength E at an observation point of a radio Wave radiated 
from each radio Wave source. Accordingly, from intensity E 
of the radio Wave image and distance r betWeen a building 
or the like corresponding to the radio Wave image and the 
observation point, transmission poWer W of each radio Wave 
source can be estimated as 

Where k is a constant. 
By the processing described above, a radio Wave source 

can be identi?ed accurately and an objective evidence of the 
fact of emission of a radio Wave can be obtained. 

While the second embodiment of the present invention is 
described above, the second embodiment can be modi?ed 
further. For example, incoming direction ?nding informa 
tion or direction ?nding data received by the sensor stations 
may not be sent to the center station, but may be sent directly 
to the radio Wave photograph observation car so that the 
observation point may be determined by the radio Wave 
photograph observation car itself. Further, While the posi 
tions of the sensor stations must be knoWn, the sensor 
stations need not be formed as ?xed stations. If the position 
information of the sensor stations and the incoming direction 
?nding information are obtained, then the sensor stations 
may be movable. In this instance, the radio Wave photograph 
observation car itself may be formed as a sensor station. 

It is to be understood that variations and modi?cations of 
the radio monitoring method and apparatus disclosed herein 
Will be evident to those skilled in the art. It is intended that 
all such modi?cations and variations be included Within the 
scope of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. AWide area radio monitoring method for monitoring a 

radio Wave from a radio Wave source in an area, comprising 
the steps of: 

disposing one or more sensor stations; 

calculating, for each of a plurality of points in the area, 
incoming directions of the radio Wave at each of said 
sensor stations When it is assumed that a radio Wave 
source is present at the point by a computer simulation 
in Which map information is utiliZed; 

observing the incoming directions of the radio Wave from 
said radio Wave source at said sensor stations separately 
for individual propagation paths; 

comparing the observed incoming directions of the radio 
Wave With results of the computer simulation to ?nd, 
from Within the results of the computer simulation, that 
result Which indicates incoming directions having high 
est similarity to the observed incoming directions of the 
radio Wave and discriminating a corresponding point to 
the found out result as a candidate position; and 

performing a computer simulation While a position of said 
radio Wave source is successively adjusted on an 
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assumption that said radio Wave source is present 
around the candidate position to determine the position 
of said radio Wave source. 

2. A Wide area radio monitoring method according to 
claim 1, further comprising a step of executing a simulation 
of radio Wave propagation With said radio Wave source 
disposed at the determined position to perform tracing of 
propagation paths. 

3. A Wide area radio monitoring method according to 
claim 2, Wherein, together With the incoming directions of 
the radio Wave, also the intensity of the radio Wave is 
observed for each of the incoming directions at each of said 
sensor stations, and further comprising a step of comparing, 
after the tracing of propagation paths is executed, the 
observed amplitudes for the individual propagation paths at 
said sensor stations and the amplitudes obtained by the 
computer simulation for the individual propagation paths at 
said sensor stations With each other to estimate an antenna 
directivity of said radio Wave source. 

4. A Wide area radio monitoring method according to 
claim 3, Wherein the estimated antenna directivity and the 
observed amplitudes for the individual propagation paths at 
said sensor stations are utiliZed to calculate a ?eld intensity 
distribution of the radio Wave from said radio Wave source 
in a predetermined area. 

5. A Wide area radio monitoring method according to 
claim 1, Wherein the incoming directions of the radio Wave 
are determined by radio Wave hologram observation at said 
sensor stations. 

6. A Wide area radio monitoring method according to 
claim 1, further comprising the steps of: 

setting an observation point at or around the determined 
position; 

moving to the observation point and performing radio 
Wave hologram observation at the observation point; 
and 

obtaining a photograph image of said radio Wave source 
based on the radio Wave hologram observation. 

7. A Wide area radio monitoring method according to 
claim 2, Wherein the incoming directions of the radio Wave 
are determined by radio Wave hologram observation at said 
sensor stations. 

8. AWide area radio monitoring apparatus for monitoring 
a radio Wave from a radio Wave source in an area, compris 

ing: 
a simulation apparatus for executing a computer simula 

tion of radio Wave propagation based on map informa 

tion; 
one or more sensor stations for observing incoming 

directions of the radio Wave from said radio Wave 

source; and 
direction ?nding trace chart production means for causing 

said simulation apparatus to execute a computer simu 
lation While a position of said radio Wave source is 
successively varied so that the incoming directions at 
said sensor stations by the computer simulation may 
have highest similarity to the incoming directions at 
said sensor stations by the observation to determine the 
position of said radio Wave source and tracing propa 
gation paths of the radio Wave by the computer simu 
lation by said simulation apparatus. 

9. A Wide area radio monitoring apparatus according to 
claim 8, further comprising: 

a database in Which, for each of a plurality of points in the 
area, results of a computer simulation executed by said 
simulation apparatus to simulate the incoming direc 
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tions of the radio Wave at said sensor stations When it 
is assumed that said radio Wave source is present at the 
point are stored; and 

comparison means for searching, from among the results 
in said database, that result Which has highest similarity 
to the incoming directions by the observation at said 
sensor stations and determining a corresponding point 
to the found result as a candidate position; 

said direction ?nding trace chart production means vary 
ing the position of said radio Wave source around the 
candidate position. 

10. AWide area radio monitoring apparatus according to 
claim 8, Wherein each of said sensor stations observes also 
intensity of the radio Wave for each of the incoming 
directions, and said direction ?nding trace chart production 
means compares the observed amplitudes for the individual 
propagation paths at said sensor stations and the amplitudes 
obtained by the computer simulation for the individual 
propagation paths at said sensor stations With each other to 
estimate an antenna directivity of said radio Wave source. 

11. A Wide area radio monitoring apparatus according to 
claim 10, further comprising radio Wave poWer map pro 
duction means for utiliZing the estimated antenna directivity 
to calculate a ?eld intensity distribution of the radio Wave 
from said radio Wave source in a predetermined area and 
outputting the calculated ?eld intensity distribution as a 
radio Wave poWer map. 

12. AWide area radio monitoring apparatus according to 
claim 8, Wherein the incoming directions of the radio Wave 
are determined by radio Wave hologram observation at each 
of said sensor stations. 

13. AWide area radio monitoring apparatus according to 
claim 9, Wherein the incoming directions of the radio Wave 
are determined by radio Wave hologram observation at each 
of said sensor stations. 

14. A ?eld traveling type radio Wave photography method 
for searching a radio Wave source and acquiring an image of 
said radio Wave source from neighborhood of said radio 
Wave source, comprising the steps of: 

measuring incoming directions of the radio Wave from 
said radio Wave source at a plurality of sensor stations; 
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determining a position of an observation point based on 

the measured incoming directions; 
moving to the observation point and performing radio 
Wave hologram observation at the observation point; 
and 

obtaining a radio Wave photograph image of said radio 
Wave source based on the radio Wave hologram obser 
vation. 

15. A?eld traveling type radio Wave photography method 
as claimed in claim 14, Wherein transmission poWer of said 
radio Wave source is estimated together With the acquisition 
of the radio Wave photograph of said radio Wave source. 

16. A?eld traveling type radio Wave photography method 
as claimed in claim 14, Wherein the radio Wave photograph 
image is displayed in a superposing relationship With an 
optical photograph image imaged at the observation point. 

17. A ?eld traveling type radio Wave photography appa 
ratus for searching a radio Wave source and acquiring an 
image of said radio Wave source from neighborhood of said 
radio Wave source, comprising: 

a plurality of sensor stations having knoWn positions for 
detecting the radio Wave from said radio Wave source 
to measure incoming directions of the radio Wave from 
said radio Wave source; 

observation point determining means for determining a 
position of an observation point based on the incoming 
directions of the radio Wave; 

a vehicle capable of moving to the determined observa 
tion point; and 

radio Wave hologram observation means provided on said 
vehicle for performing radio Wave hologram observa 
tion. 

18. A ?eld traveling type radio Wave photography appa 
ratus as claimed in claim 17, further comprising a center 
station connected to said sensor stations over lines and 
including said observation point determining means, said 
center station including an instruction transmitter for trans 
mitting an instruction of the observation point to said 
vehicle, said vehicle including an instruction receiver for 
receiving the instruction. 


